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.......I remember a time when.NME was good (ie-

L

interesting,exciting and even shocking).Unfortunately,

that has all changed now.I don't know if fanzines
have improved but I am sure NME has got worse..........
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WANTED- "0UTLETERS".These are people who help us
distribute fanzines and in return keep a percentage V
of the cost price for each one they sell (we won't
be keeping any money on ones sold in this way).Se1l
them at gigs or on stalls or to any local shops
which will take them.Fanzines are the only interesting
publications still in existenceeread them and find
out for yourself.
We‘ll take almost any fanzine on for distribution.
Send a copy and if I like it I'll order some copies.
Don't worry about postage charges.
NOTE-The more people who help (as outleters etc) the
more copies of each ‘zine we can distribute.
Now I'd just like to thanka?-Tony of Aftermath without
whos help this would not have been possible and who
is gaining nothing from it + Martin of ‘Spitfire Parade
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'I'm not exactly a millionaire so everything has to be On
a sale or return basis (if that's what they call it).
Therefore,if you send some fanzines or cassettes you
may not get the money until 28 days later.Hore than
likely,you will get quantities 0f_the money sent
every few days.
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I would like to distribute inde p endent tap es . but due
to the small number of outlets at the moment,this
may be rather difficult.However,if anyone can find a
shop willing to sell (and make money on) cassettes or
fanzines,then in return I'll take copies of their
I tape.I know this sounds selfish but it's the only way
' to atop getting flooded with stuff we can't sell.
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If you can't find a shop but have problems with sellin
your tape you can always send me a copy so I can
give it a quick review in here,or even better,send it
to a fanzine.
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ARE YOU A MUG.
If you read NME you are.They slag off Crass as being
"Out of date" and at the same time they congratulate
bands for being "60's revivalists”.They think they're
so fucking clever.They create pratish words like
‘Euro funk‘ and 'Psychobil1y'.They hate heavy metal
but they never question their superiors when they're
ordered to interview a HM band.Every so often it's
hip to write about a certain subject -One month it's
Factory records,the next it's Japan,the next it's
futurism,the next it's funk etc etc.
When IPC told them to clamp down on independents they
obeyed without question.Now they're still writting
about ‘The Clash in America‘ and other things which
99.5% of their readers can't relate to
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LPG 2...(Inst Autos,Dead on Arriva1,Dig Dinosaurs,NPC, _
Exhibit A,Cabaret.Alien Brains,Undercovermen-20 tracks
in all including stories + poetry.Very good sound
is
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QUE BON0 live at Pips HanchesterYgood quality) p
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AFTERMATH (Throbbing Gristle,Addic s,Sinyx,Watford bands,
Fanzines,Apocalypse,Mysterons) THE 65.51’ FHNZINE
10p
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@5130 4
(Scottish Polis Inspectors,Two Tone Pinks,Se.m
the Greedy Pig +Frustrated Brick Layers,DIY tapes)
5p
@5130 5

(The PLAGUE,Atronauts,P.W.A.L.O.B,DIY cassettes)f

*GEm0 6 (Zounds,Astronauts,First 0ffenders,Fanzines,cartoo:
loads of cassette reviews)
sold out
5p
I‘

(ZERO 7 (Astronauts,Crass,Midnight Circus,loads of tape
reviews,Fanzines,poet;y(?E),cartoons etc)~
5p
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ADVENTURES we REALITY c (Attrition,Comp0nent Erotica,
Crass,Poison Gir1s,Flux Pink Indians,'Zines,tapes,The
Urge,Poetry&Collage,how to make a fanzine,reviews +
free stickersiall in a‘plastic bag?) .............}Op
ENIGMA 5-(SUBHUMANS,reviews,fanzines,Counter Attack,The
Ex,Naked4X-Cretas,Accursed + loads of anarchy and a free
Qpatch-fab value!)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....l2p
SMART VERBAL 6-(Thompson Twins,Bron Area,Parti:ans,'Zines,
Eyeless In Gaza,Crass,poems+record&tape reviews)
25;
Next Street l~ (The Chorde,Thompson Twins,The Sect,Dolly
Hixture,Apocalypse,S.Wales stuff)....e . . . . . . . . . . . ..l2p

PLg,§'1'IC BANANA-THE Ftmzmrz (Cassettes , stories, cartoons,
reviews,Renaldo & Loef,Eoa1,Thorns of ;Affliction)

12p
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NEW CRIMES5-(Poison Girls,Sinyx,The Get,Poems by Annie
Anxiety,Nuclear disarmament,Animal liberation,The
Apost1es,B1ack FIag,Renaldo & The Loaf + free flexi
disc by The Get) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I.... . . . . ......25p
CASSETTE DUPLICATING

-

Dave Morgens,9 The Coppice,Eblcombe Brook,Bury,Lancs
“\\_-BLO QQX.

On Fuji IL or equivalent.C7-45p,C12-50p,C50-60p,C45-70p

LU C60-80p‘C90-£1.

.

On cheapo tapes (tape 7 Gold label)(personally I reckon
xi] these are very good quality)-C60-40p,C90-55p.
P&P is extra (about 12 per Kg)l2-£l.l0,24-£1.43,36-£1.75.
Q448-£1.90.Go and check at the P.0 in case these charges
U‘ change.
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IF'YOU HAVE A SPARE COPY OF THIS LEAFLET PLEASE GIVE

IT TO SOMEONE WHO HASN'T GOT ONE.
ALL FANZINES+CASSETTES LISTED ARE AVAILABLE FROM
BOGGS DISTRIBUTION,8 MOOREND,WELWYN GARDEN CITY
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&\_ FOLKS POSTAGE IS FREE AS LONG AS YOU SUPPLY YOUR OWN
\'/\ ENVELOPESJF YOU ‘HAVEN'T GOT ANY SEND SOME BROWN PAPER.

+ 5p LEASE STATE ALTERNATIVES warn m- ~ -BY
Q I.. YOU nan) ms I saomm HAVE some moss swtmr IN.
kMAKE Evmxwaxno PAYABLE TO ROBIN BASAK (mews ma).
TEANKS T0 PEOPLE WHO HELP WITH DISTRIBUTION + SELLIN Q
STUFF:-Alan(Adventures In Reality),Dave(LPG),Rob

(Enigma)Ann(Carnage),Tim+Les(V-Sign),Caron + all the
shops who make money out of it.-f THQIQ DVHQ bﬂﬂ/‘T,
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By the time you read this there will definitely be
loads of other fanzines in so send an extra 50p and I'll
sen
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